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 Your Stress Management “Urgency Kit” 
There are many techniques for managing stress, but you may only be 
aware of a few, such as exercising, meditation, journaling, or talking 
things over with a friend. Experimenting with different ways of 
managing stress can help you discover a collection of dependable 
techniques that fit your life and work for you—a personal stress 
management “urgency kit.” Try these quick, “on the fly” stress 
management techniques to see if they qualify for your kit. 1) Peel an 
orange. Studies show the smell of citrus can help reduce stress; 2) 

take a walk in green space; 3) listen to classical music for five minutes; 4) drink black or green tea; 5) 
try a guided imagery exercise using all five senses; 6) declutter your desk; 7) spend ten minutes in the 
sun. Discover a thousand ideas in the book Simplicity: 1,000 Ways to Reduce Stress and Simplify 
Your Life by Glen Mizrahi  

New to Customer Service by Phone? 
If over-the-phone customer service is new to you, you’ll discover new challenges. Veteran telephone 
customer service employees have some advice. One piece is to avoid reacting emotionally—it may be 
easier to react to antagonism when you are aided by the anonymity and distance that embolden an irate customer. Try smiling while you 
speak. It can help you be less reactive to antagonistic behavior. Standing or walking back and forth while on the phone may also help you 
feel more engaged, feel less stressed later on, and improve focus. The unavailability of an empathic ear from a colleague—if you feel the 
need to vent a distressful experience—might be missed, so use EAP resources to process work stress. Discussing work experiences in 
confidence can lead you to better ideas and solutions that ultimately help you find greater meaning in any job. 

Being Positive May Reduce Memory Decline 
Positivity or demonstrating an optimistic attitude has always been a valuable workplace trait in employees. Many research studies have 
examined its benefits on the bottom line, its ability to favorably influence others, and its affirming effects on general health. Now research 
shows its benefits for helping prevent memory decline as we age. Positivity is learned, and optimism is a teachable skill. A simple online 
search will show hundreds of tips on how to develop a more optimistic disposition. Your EAP can also help, especially if depression or other 
life circumstances feel like they are robbing you of your ability to feel positive. 

Source: www.sesp.northwestern.edu [search “positive memory decline”] 

Make Your Goals Happen in 2021 
Those who succeed in accomplishing big goals often practice similar behaviors. Since “like behaviors” often produce “like effects,” consider 
the following: 1) Write down your goal and action steps to accomplish it. 2) Evaluate changes needed in your life to facilitate realization of the 
goal (e.g., creating a new routine that produces massive action). 3) Create methods to make the goal “top of mind.” You have many goals—
important, urgent, big, and small. Each competes for your time and attention. So, preventing defocus and distraction is critical to keeping your 
goal ever present. If focus does not happen, you risk losing the momentum created the day you decided on your goal. 4) Act on tasks during 
the time of day when you have the most pep. Many goal-slayers start early in the morning and practice an early-to-bed, early-to-rise routine 
(the “5 a.m. Club”). If you’re nodding off while working, it’s likely that you haven’t figured out this step. Getting up early helps curb 
procrastination and provides precious time early, even on weekends, without interfering with work-life balance or risking burnout. Energy, 
ideas, answers, and motivation are often found in social groups, so hanging out with like-minded goal seekers can be helpful, and those who 
want to win can keep you focused, but avoid open-ended groups that lack structure and purpose. 5) Reward yourself at incremental steps 
and measurable milestones along the way. 
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